Collagen XIII: a type II transmembrane protein with relevance to musculoskeletal tissues, microvessels and inflammation.
Collagen XIII and the homologous collagens XXIII and XXV form a subgroup of type II transmembrane proteins within the collagen superfamily. Collagen XIII consists of a short cytosolic domain, a transmembrane domain and a large extracellular ectodomain, which may be shed into the pericellular matrix. It has been proposed that collagen XIII may function as an adhesion molecule, due to its cellular localization at focal contacts, numerous interactions with basement membrane (BM) and other extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins and expression at various cell-cell and cell-matrix junctions. Recent in vivo studies highlight its involvement in the development, differentiation and maturation of musculoskeletal tissues and vessels and in maintaining tissue integrity.